One day, you may need
to befriend a lion or
impress a dolphin.

and dolphins can’t taste
savoury things, so making
them cheese scones is a
waste of effort.

Unfortunately,
lions can’t taste sweet
things, so buying them
lollies is a waste
of money …

Yeah, the
speech again.

The thing is –
I know the entire
script.

It takes exactly ten
minutes – fifteen if I leave
plenty of space between
the words.

I did have
another dream about
it going well …

Another
nightmare?
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I flew away
and got some
ice cream.

It’s NOT built
on a mountain
of fear.

I’m scared.

Look, when it’s your
turn to speak, imagine
you’re at home, presenting
to your fish.

The whole world
will be watching …
and judging.

Will it, though?
That seems like it
would raise a lot of
privacy issues.

Or here’s another
idea: release a flock of
ducks. No one will pay
attention long enough
to judge you.

Thanks.
Some of that
is good advice.

Teachers
have enough
to deal with.

Besides, you love school.
You say it’s “a castle of
learning built on a mountain
of good study habits” …
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to quote the poem
you wrote last year.

It is!
That’s my point!

It’s just that I’m
really, really scared –
tomorrow’s the big day.

And actually, today’s
the big day.

What! Why are you
still awake?
I’ve got
a speech
to write.

You’re scared?
You’re defying gravity
right now.

That is not
a mountain of good
study habits.

And we already
learnt about
digestion in class.
You were there!

So where are
you at?

My original topic
was digestion.
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Well, yes – but I might
have been thinking about
something else.

for hours.
I wish we could
combine our powers.
Your ridiculous
confidence …

Sometimes I replay
movies in my head.
Writing a speech
in the middle of the
night is not keeping
out of trouble.

It keeps
me out of
trouble.
alongside my basic
ability to concentrate
on one thing at a time.

Pirates!
They had
digestive
systems.
Harr y Potter!
H e ha d a
magical
digestive
system.

I just have
to put it all
together.
STOP! You’re
making me feel ill.
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Well, it beats
dreaming about
yodelling frogs.

We’d have a
super-brain!
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The boy swam frantically and reached the boat, heart hammering.
Scrabbling at the slippery wood, he heaved himself over the gunwale and
clattered to the bottom, gasping for breath. Fragments of glistening weeds
hung from his leg. His cloak was sodden.
From the bow, Broken Wing peered at him with dark, dark eyes. In the
bird’s shadowy stare, Hew caught the shape of his grandfather. The old man
lay on his bed, chest rising and falling. Time to leave childish ways behind.
My word is your word …
“I promise,” Hew managed at last.
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